Introduction Despite decades of study, a clear understanding of autonomic nervous system activity in space remains elusive. Differential interpretation of fundamental data has driven divergent theories of sympathetic activation and vasorelaxation. Methods This paper will review the available in-flight autonomic and hemodynamic data in an effort to resolve these discrepancies. The NASA NEUROLAB mission, the most comprehensive assessment of autonomic function in microgravity to date, will be highlighted. The mechanisms responsible for altered autonomic activity during spaceflight, which include the effects of hypovolemia, cardiovascular deconditioning, and altered central processing, will be presented. Results The NEUROLAB experiments demonstrated increased sympathetic activity and impairment of vagal baroreflex function during short-duration spaceflight. Subsequent non-invasive studies of autonomic function during spaceflight have largely reinforced these findings, and provide strong evidence that sympathetic activity is increased in space relative to the supine position on Earth. Others have suggested that microgravity induces a state of relative vasorelaxation and increased vagal activity when compared to upright posture on Earth. These ostensibly disparate theories are not mutually exclusive, but rather directly reflect different pre-flight postural controls. Conclusion When these results are taken together, they demonstrate that the effectual autonomic challenge of spaceflight is small, and represents an orthostatic stress less than that of upright posture on Earth. In-flight countermeasures, including aerobic and resistance exercise, as well short-arm centrifugation, have been successfully deployed to counteract these mechanisms. Despite subtle changes in autonomic activity during spaceflight, underlying neurohumoral mechanisms of the autonomic nervous system remain intact and cardiovascular function remains stable during long-duration flight.
Introduction
Overt symptoms of autonomic dysfunction related to spaceflight were observed in the earliest stages of our manned space program. Orthostatic hypotension during 70°h ead-up tilt was seen in post-flight testing of a Mercury astronaut after a mission of only 30 h duration [30] . Further efforts to evaluate and characterize the clinical observation of post-flight orthostatic intolerance have served as stimuli for experimental work on basic cardiovascular and autonomic function in microgravity. Despite a breadth of study spanning nearly five decades, fundamental questions, including the impact of spaceflight on basic physiologic properties like blood pressure and heart rate, remain unclear.
Post-flight orthostatic intolerance in returning astronauts continued to be a common observation through the early stages of the shuttle program [5] . As the clinical features of post-flight orthostatic intolerance resembled patients suffering from various disorders of autonomic dysfunction, autonomic function related to spaceflight became a focus of investigation. Early work indicated impaired vagal baroreflex responses after microgravity exposure [21, 22] . Astronauts who experienced severe orthostatic intolerance were found to have decreased baseline supine and standing peripheral vascular resistance, and demonstrated blunted augmentation of post-flight norepinephrine levels and peripheral vascular resistance with standing [24] . These findings led to the initial hypothesis that subnormal baseline vascular resistance, as well as both vagal and sympathetic baroreflex impairment during flight, led to inadequate tachycardic and vasoconstrictor responses to upright positioning upon return to Earth and contributed to post-flight orthostasis. Flaws in experimental design and execution led to questions regarding the accuracy of these early studies. There was also significant variability in experimental testing of other indicators of autonomic activity, including in-flight catecholamine levels, which were found to be decreased [40] , unchanged [39] , or increased [38, 53] .
The NEUROLAB experiments
It was in this background that the NEUROLAB mission (STS-90) was developed and launched, with the goal of providing a more comprehensive understanding of the neurophysiological consequences of microgravity. At its core were a set of experiments which evaluated key components of basic autonomic function and their perturbation induced by spaceflight. These included vagal and sympathetic responses to Valsalva's maneuver, baroreflex responses to orthostatic stress, as well as sympathetic responses to peripheral afferent stimulation. The NEU-ROLAB mission was the first in-flight utilization of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) for direct and real-time measurement of sympathetic activity (Fig. 1) .
This mission was also the first time that norepinephrine spillover and norepinephrine clearance have been studied in-flight. Norepinephrine spillover and clearance provide a detailed understanding of norepinephrine kinetics. Norepinephrine spillover is better correlated with MSNA than the serum norepinephrine concentration and provides a more accurate representation of overall sympathetic nervous system activity [19] .
The NEUROLAB studies revealed increased sympathetic activity during short-duration spaceflight, compared to supine pre-flight controls. This was reflected in increases in MSNA (Fig. 1) as well as norepinephrine spillover (Fig. 2) [18] . Furthermore, sympathetic reflex mechanisms, both during and post-flight, remained intact [26, 41] . Vagal baroreflex sensitivity, however, was reduced during flight ( Fig. 3 ) [14] .
In-flight increases in HR and BP were also observed. These findings were consistent across subjects, and consistent between multiple investigative modalities, including norepinephrine spillover and MSNA.
Non-invasive measurement of sympathetic activity during spaceflight
In-flight sympathetic activity has been indirectly evaluated during subsequent missions using several non-invasive techniques, including power spectral analysis of heart rate variability and post-flight platelet norepinephrine concentrations. Heart rate variability is largely affected by neural mechanisms and the interplay between sympathetic and vagal modulation. Decreased standard deviation of heart rate variability is found with increased sympathetic activity and/or decreased parasympathetic activity [37, 50] . Power spectrum analysis of heart rate variability yields further insight into clinical autonomic function [43] . Under known conditions of sympathetic activation (e.g., during orthostatic stress), low-frequency (LF) power, as well as the ratio of LF and high-frequency (HF) power, can reflect relative sympathetic activation [54] . This method has been used to indirectly assess in-flight sympathetic activity during several recent short-and longduration flights. The results of these studies are summarized in Table 1 [3, 4, 31, 45, 59] .
Neither short-nor long-duration studies have demonstrated a statistically significant change in the in-flight LF/ HF ratio, though most demonstrate trends toward an increase in the LF/HF ratio, suggesting in-flight sympathetic activation. Only two studies have evaluated power spectral analysis of heart rate variability during long-duration flight aboard the ISS, demonstrating similar non-specific increases in the LF/HF ratio during flight [3, 31] .
There are several important factors complicating the interpretation of in-flight power spectral analysis. The first is the inconsistent use of pre-flight controls using supine or sitting or standing positions, which makes both interpretation of these results, as well as inter-study comparisons, extremely difficult. The second is the change in respiratory frequency that occurs during space flight. Respiratory dynamics have an intrinsic effect on the amplitude and frequency of heart rate variability spectral power peaks [13] . Findings from several studies suggest that observed increases in the LF/HF ratio during spaceflight might be secondary to respiratory interference. Baevsky et al. found that the non-statistically significant increases in the LF/HF ratio observed during spontaneous breathing are absent when a paced breathing protocol is used. Other studies using a paced breathing protocol have failed to demonstrate any change in the in-flight LF/HF ratio during short-duration flight [45] . The current results of in-flight power spectral analysis of heart rate variability studies should be interpreted cautiously.
In-flight sympathetic activity has also been indirectly measured using post-flight platelet norepinephrine and epinephrine concentrations. During their circulatory lifespan, platelets take up both norepinephrine and epinephrine in plasma through active and passive processes. Measurement of platelet catecholamine concentrations can be used as a reflection of average circulating levels in the plasma. Importantly, platelet catecholamine concentrations are most elevated following periods of sustained sympathetic activation, compared to acute periods of stress [7] . Hence, relative post-flight platelet catecholamine concentrations, drawn shortly after landing, should reflect changes in overall sympathetic activity, which occur during flight. In a study of 5 cosmonauts, post-flight platelet norepinephrine and epinephrine concentrations were significantly increased compared to pre-flight values, consistent with inflight sympathetic activation [8] . These data were only obtained following short-duration flight, and similar study following long-duration missions has not been performed.
Indirect assessment of vascular tone has also been studied in microgravity. Pulse wave transit time (PWTT) is decreased during long-duration spaceflight, compared to a 1-G semi-supine control [3] . PWTT represents the elapsed time for arterial pulse wave propagation from initial aortic ejection to the distal arteries. It is a marker of vascular tone and vessel stiffness. PWTT is also strongly related to sympathetic activity. Shortening of PWTT is directly correlated with increased sympathetic activity [60] . Decreased PWTT during long-duration space flight suggests increased vascular tone, a finding also supported by evidence of increased calf vascular resistance during flight relative to a 1-G supine control [65] .
Sympathovagal balance during spaceflight
The investigation of autonomic function in microgravity has spanned the better part of five decades, from the earliest manned space programs to long-duration flights aboard the ISS. Salient findings from these studies, including invasive testing during NEUROLAB and more recent non-invasive autonomic evaluation, have been presented above. Fundamentally, this work seeks to answer the question: does vagal or sympathetic tone dominate during spaceflight? To appropriately answer this question, it is essential to recognize that sympathetic or vagal activation during flight must be interpreted relative to their respective pre-flight activity. The autonomic nervous system is responsible for maintaining physiologic homeostasis despite a number of perturbing intrinsic and extrinsic factors. In a healthy individual, under controlled circumstances, autonomic nervous system activity is largely influenced by position relative to gravity. The cardiovascular stress of gravity causes a reduction in cardiac preload and cardiac output, with resultant sympathetic activation directing increases in HR and peripheral vascular resistance to maintain a physiologic blood pressure. Postural changes relative to gravity (e.g., supine, sitting, or standing) produce incremental increases in orthostatic stress, resulting in proportional increases in sympathetic activity. To correctly understand changes in autonomic nervous system activity during spaceflight, relative sympathetic activity must be interpreted in the context of its pre-flight postural control.
When compared to the 1-G supine posture, sympathetic activity is increased during short-duration spaceflight. This is most comprehensively demonstrated by findings of the NEUROLAB experiments. Relative sympathetic activation was supported by both MSNA and norepinephrine kinetic data, and was repeatedly demonstrated in the context of the Valsalva maneuver, lower body negative pressure, as well as peripheral chemo-and mechanoreceptor stressors. These findings have also been supported by contemporary noninvasive autonomic study during flight. Post-flight platelet norepinephrine concentrations are increased, reflecting sustained increases in sympathetic activity during flight. Studies of in-flight power spectral analysis of heart rate variability have also suggested sympathetic predominance during flight, though it should be noted that these results have not been statistically significant, and may be confounded by alterations in respiratory frequency. Decreased Table 1 Results of power spectral analysis of pre-flight and in-flight heart rate variability during short-and long-duration spaceflight PWTT and evidence of increased calf vascular resistance are also consistent with increased sympathetic activity relative to the supine position on earth. Seemingly in direct opposition, several groups have proposed a state of ''vasorelaxation'' during spaceflight [51, 52, 63, 64] . Norsk et al showed that systemic vascular resistance (SVR) was reduced during short-duration flight. SVR was calculated from measured pre-and in-flight cardiac output (CO) and mean arterial pressure (MAP). The reduction in SVR suggests systemic vasodilatation, and led to the conclusion that exposure to microgravity results in vasorelaxation. Essential to the interpretation of these findings is that in-flight changes in CO and MAP in this study are relative to upright (seated) pre-flight controls. When Norsk et al compared in-flight measurements to supine pre-flight controls, SVR was increased during flight, consistent with in-flight sympathetic activation.
The assertion of vasorelaxation during spaceflight is not contradictory to the body of evidence suggesting sympathetic activation. In fact, the ostensibly divergent findings of Norsk et al provide important insight into the relative magnitude of the effective orthostatic stress of spaceflight. When compared to 1-G supine controls, the complex physiologic changes that occur in microgravity result in relative sympathetic activation. The effectual autonomic stress of spaceflight is small, such that when in-flight sympathetic activity is compared to upright pre-flight controls, relative sympathetic activity and peripheral vascular resistance are reduced. Microgravity, through a variety of neurophysiologic mechanisms, produces an orthostatic stress of magnitude somewhere between supine and upright posture on Earth.
This understanding of relative autonomic function during spaceflight is primarily a result of studies during shortduration flight, including NEUROLAB and data from Norsk et al. Whether mild sympathetic activation relative to 1-G supine posture persists during long-duration spaceflight is unclear. Few experimental attempts have addressed this question. Only two studies have studied power spectral analysis of heart rate variability during long-duration flight [3, 31] . Both show non-significant increases in LF/HF ratio during flight, and are plagued by illdefined pre-flight postural controls and confounded by the use of spontaneous breathing protocols.
Baroreflex function in space
Baroreflex function plays a central role in the physiologic adaptation to upright posture. Afferent mechanoreceptors in the aortic arch and carotid body facilitate the vasoconstrictive (sympathetic baroreflex) and tachycardic (vagal baroreflex) responses to appropriately augment systemic vascular resistance and cardiac output to accommodate this hemodynamic challenge. Disruption of baroreflex function by microgravity has been a focus of investigation, specifically its role in post-flight orthostatic hypotension.
Original post-flight studies demonstrated reductions in baroreflex sensitivity. The NEUROLAB data demonstrated that vagal baroreflex function is impaired during spaceflight. Importantly, sympathetic baroreflex function was found to be unchanged both during flight as well as after return to Earth.
Several studies have further evaluated vagal baroreflex function in space. Unfortunately, these results have been conflicting, demonstrating impaired [17] , unchanged [4] , or even supranormal [59] baroreflex function during shortduration spaceflight. The most robust data in terms of sample size come from Eckberg et al, with data from a total of 13 astronauts during short-duration flights. This study measured changes to the R-R interval with graded neck pressure and suction, and showed a reduction in vagal baroreflex sensitivity, similar to that shown during the NEUROLAB mission. Data on baroreflex function during long-duration flight are limited. Early evidence of decreased vagal baroreflex function in 3 astronauts during long-duration flight, as measured during paced breathing protocols, has been reported [12] . Unfortunately, unanticipated operational problems during the mission as well as other significant confounders (including atenolol use by one cosmonaut) make these results difficult to interpret. In two contemporary studies of baroreflex function in astronauts aboard the ISS, baroreflex sensitivity was unchanged during missions of up to 6 months in duration [31, 64] . Further investigation of baroreflex function during longduration flight has not been reported.
Hemodynamics in space
The effects of microgravity on arterial blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) remain unclear. Early studies noted a reduction in both HR and BP [23] . Multiple studies of inflight HR and BP, during short and long-duration flights, have been pursued since NEUROLAB [3, 4, 14, 17, 31, 45, 52, 59, 63] . These results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. For short-duration flights, the data are variable and inconsistent. Analysis of both HR and systolic blood pressure (SBP) has shown them to be increased or unchanged. Again, the most robust data in terms of sample size come from Eckberg et al. Statistically significant increases in both HR and SBP in this cohort were consistent with NEUROLAB findings. It is difficult to interpret or compare these contemporary studies, as pre-flight postural controls are variable. However, even when comparing short-duration studies, which use a supine 1-G control (Eckberg et al and Beckers et al), their findings differ. This may be a reflection of the short-window for data collection and the small number of experimental subjects. Small sample sizes may simply not have the statistical power to show relatively small effects on HR and BP induced by microgravity. Additionally, the logistics of collecting cardiovascular data during spaceflight are difficult. Astronauts are responsible for a variety of experimental and operational tasks, often performed in close temporal proximity. Countermeasures, including exercise, centrifugation, and compression garments, are often employed during these missions, though not always in a standardized fashion among experimental participants. Limiting and correcting for these confounding variables is an arduous if not impossible task.
HR and BP data from long-duration flights are more consistent. Though studies are limited, they demonstrate largely unchanged HR and unchanged or even reduced BP in flights of up to 6 months in duration. This includes results from Verheyden et al, with data from a total of 11 astronauts collected during long-duration flights, and compared to supine pre-flight values. In-flight BP was reduced in this cohort, though the results were not statistically significant. Long-term studies of HR and BP lack the variability seen in short-duration data. It is unclear if this is reflective of different cohorts, longer periods of data acquisition, in-flight countermeasures, or if neurophysiological adaptations take place during extended exposure to microgravity such that HR and BP return to, or even drop below, pre-flight values.
Mechanisms of altered autonomic function in space
There have been several proposed mechanisms to explain alterations in autonomic function in space, leading to increased sympathetic activity and depressed vagal Unless statistically significant, the last in-flight data point is given RRI converted from bpm. Standard error calculated from percentage of mean baroreflex sensitivity. These will be addressed below and are represented in Fig. 4 .
Decreased circulating volume
Decreased red cell mass and plasma volume are wellestablished physiologic adaptations to spaceflight [15] . Though decreased circulating volume during spaceflight was once believed to be a result of the diuretic response to the centralization of blood volume in microgravity, this has not been supported experimentally. Rather, reductions in plasma volume during spaceflight are the result of decreased fluid intake, fluid shifts from the intravascular to interstitial space, as well as reductions in red cell mass. In addition to cardiovascular deconditioning and reduced LV mass, these findings have been used in support of prior echocardiographic demonstration of decreased left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) and cardiac output during flight and after landing [1, 2] . Decreased circulating blood volume and depressed cardiac output decrease carotid and aortic mechanoreceptor stretch, leading to decreased afferent baroreflex stimulation. This, in turn, increases sympathetic outflow to maintain hemodynamic homeostasis in this hypovolemic or ''low output'' state. This mechanism is eloquently demonstrated by the nearperfect relationship between stroke volume and MSNA found during the NEUROLAB mission.
Physical deconditioning
Physical deconditioning that occurs in microgravity may also contribute to changes in autonomic function in space. The unloading of gravitational stressors during spaceflight results in significant muscle atrophy [20] and decreased exercise capacity [29] . A growing body of evidence has emerged demonstrating a fundamental relationship between exercise and autonomic function. Prior studies have demonstrated impaired vagal baroreflex function following bed rest with head-down tilt [10, 16] . A single bout of exercise has been shown to restore vagal baroreflex function following bed rest [11] . Similar data have come from studies of patients with neurally mediated syncope and those suffering from the postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS). The cardiovascular autonomic dysregulation in POTS patients is similar to those observed in returning astronauts. Reduced VO 2 max is present in nearly 90 % of patients with POTS [55] . Exercise training has been shown to improve upright hemodynamics and arterial baroreflex sensitivities in these patients [27, 28] . Cardiac atrophy induced by deconditioning, as well as decreased venous return secondary to lower extremity muscle atrophy, contributes to decreases in stroke volume, and may also augment sympathetic activity via the ''low output'' mechanism as described above [42] . Among a myriad of neuroendocrine effects, exercise is known to increase vagal tone and increase baroreflex sensitivity. That we see the converse in the microgravity environment, in which exercise and biomechanical stress are achieved only through complex and creative mechanisms, perhaps should not come as a surprise.
Altered central autonomic processing
Augmentation of central autonomic processing may contribute to increased sympathetic activity, as well as altered baroreflex function. This has been evidenced by abnormal or subnormal efferent sympathetic responses to afferent stimulation in human and animal subjects following microgravity or simulated weightlessness. Relative epinephrine, norepinephrine, and vasopressin release in response to upright posture are altered following shortduration spaceflight [44] . These findings suggest that central processing of baroreceptor afferents may be fundamentally altered with exposure to microgravity, and result in alterations in effective autonomic function despite intact afferent and efferent arms of the baroreflex arc. Similar findings have been demonstrated in animal models, with suggestions of alteration in sympathetic outflow in the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RSVM) in rats after hindlimb unloading [46, 47] . Similar evaluations of central autonomic processing in humans or animals during spaceflight have not been attempted, but these studies suggest that central processing is altered by microgravity, and may contribute to observed changes in autonomic and baroreflex function during spaceflight.
Disruption of vestibular-autonomic reflexes
One potential contributor to altered central autonomic processing during spaceflight is the disruption of vestibular-autonomic reflexes. Spaceflight alters the gravity-dependent sensory function of the vestibular organs of the inner ear. It particularly affects otolith function, which is an important sensor of translational motion and serves a key role in control of eye movement and posture. Studies of neuro-vestibular function both during and after spaceflight have demonstrated abnormal otolith-ocular reflexes and spatial perception both during adaptation to microgravity as well as re-adaptation after return to Earth [9] . In addition to its well-established role in spatial orientation, gaze control, and neuromotor function, recent work has demonstrated the presence of vestibulo-autonomic reflexes [32, 33, 36, 56, 57, 66] . These excitatory vestibulo-autonomic reflexes are the earliest stimulation of sympathetic activity in response to changes of body position. They provide a physiologic primer, in advance of the baroreflex, to support and maintain blood pressure during an orthostatic challenge. Vestibulo-autonomic reflexes have not been directly studied in space. There is evidence from terrestrial studies that impairment of the vestibulo-sympathetic reflex may contribute to orthostatic hypotension [48] . Alterations and impairment of vestibular function with exposure to microgravity may similarly disrupt vestibuloautonomic reflexes and contribute to altered autonomic nervous system activity during spaceflight, as well as postflight orthostatic intolerance. Alterations in visual perception, which occur during space flight, may further disrupt vestibulo-autonomic function. Living in space requires adaptation to nongravitational sensory cues, including novel visual cues, to provide a stable sense of orientation. The well-documented clinical phenomenon of space motion sickness is generally attributable to this adaptive process. While astronauts typically adapt well to this sensory challenge, they have occasionally reported illusory motion of self and their environment during flight [58] . Artificial visual cues, constructed to simulate perceived (illusory) tilt, can induce autonomic responses similar to passive head-up tilt [67] . Transient episodes of disorientation, which occur during spaceflight, may in part be responsible for observed changes in autonomic activity.
Circadian rhythm disturbances
The non-24-h light-dark cycle encountered by astronauts and cosmonauts during spaceflight represents a unique challenge to normal regulation of the circadian rhythm. Animal experiments in microgravity have shown disruption of several circadian mechanisms, with resulting alterations in normal circadian periodicity and amplitude [62] . Alterations of vestibular function during spaceflight may underlie some of these changes via a vestibulo-hypothalamic pathway [25] . Circadian changes in autonomic function are well known, with relatively decreased sympathetic activity during sleep, contributing to the normal nocturnal dip in blood pressure. Human studies of circadian rhythm during spaceflight are extremely limited. A study of continuous 24 h HR monitoring in two astronauts, and BP monitoring in a single astronaut, aboard the ISS revealed subtle changes in circadian HR and BP patterns, but its interpretation is extremely limited by the small number of experimental subjects [35] . Given the interaction between sleep, circadian rhythm, and autonomic function on Earth, the disruption of normal circadian mechanisms during spaceflight may contribute to alterations in autonomic function, though more in-flight human experimentation is needed.
Non-physiologic stressors
The environment of space not only provides a novel physiologic stress to astronauts, but missions themselves can be emotionally and psychologically stimulating and stressful as well. Personal and family stressors, in addition to professional expectations to perform at a high level, undoubtedly result in physiologic stress responses and alterations in neuro-hormonal mechanisms, including the autonomic nervous system. Acute changes in HR and BP have been noted during particularly stressful mission situations, including live television broadcasts [34] . The contributions of non-physiologic stressors to changes in autonomic function during spaceflight are difficult, if not impossible, to quantify. They may contribute to the observed hypertensive and tachycardic response seen during short-duration flight, and resolution of these stressors may underlie the normalization of HR and BP during long-duration flight. Non-physiologic stressors should be expected to diminish with time as astronauts psychologically adapt to the space environment, though certainly the demands of working in space may continue to contribute to mental and emotional stress in excess of that typically encountered on Earth. Further evaluation of autonomic function during long-duration flight is essential to minimizing these potentially confounding effects.
In-flight countermeasures
In-flight countermeasures such as fluid loading, weightbearing exercise, and centrifugation may be essential in combating the neurophysiologic consequences of spaceflight. Isotonic fluid loading was one of the first countermeasures employed during flight, and decreases post-flight tachycardia and preserves post-flight mean arterial blood pressure [6] . Structured in-flight exercise has become an important component of both short-and long-duration missions, and includes cycle ergometry, treadmill exercise, and resistance training. In-flight exercise aims to prevent skeletal and cardiac muscle atrophy, preserving venous return and cardiac stroke volume, as well as general cardiovascular fitness. Artificial gravity by centrifugation was tested during the NEUROLAB mission, exposing astronauts to experimental periods of continuous linear acceleration to simulate the downward force of gravity [49] . Centrifugation provides orthostatic stress while additionally engaging postural muscles and vestibular sensory organs. Use of intermittent centrifugation during flight may prevent plasma volume loss, maintain baroreflex function, and preserve vestibular-autonomic reflexes. Additional studies are needed to explore the impact of centrifugation on autonomic function during spaceflight.
While post-flight orthostatic intolerance was common in early returning astronauts and cosmonauts, particularly those returning from long-duration flights, contemporary studies suggest this may be less prevalent. In a recent study of 18 cosmonauts returning from long-duration flights, only three reported mild orthostatic symptoms during 10 min standing [61] . Neither orthostatic hypotension nor presyncope was observed in any subject. However, testing was only performed 3-5 days after return from flight, which limits comparison to earlier post-flight studies. It does suggest that current countermeasures during long-duration flights aboard the ISS may mitigate, at least in part, the cardiovascular and autonomic changes that occur during flight.
Conclusions
Invasive and comprehensive study of autonomic function in space during the NEUROLAB mission, and subsequent non-invasive studies have provided strong evidence that sympathetic activity is increased during short-duration spaceflight relative to 1-G supine controls. Other studies that demonstrate vasorelaxation during spaceflight relative to upright controls are not contradictory, but rather help define the magnitude of the orthostatic stress of microgravity. Spaceflight represents an effectual orthostatic stress roughly between that of the supine and upright posture on Earth. Though there is evidence that vagal baroreflex function is impaired during spaceflight, recent studies have been inconsistent. Alterations in autonomic function during spaceflight are likely multifactorial in etiology. Underlying mechanisms include hypovolemia, cardiovascular deconditioning, as well as altered central processing secondary to disruption of vestibular-autonomic reflexes, circadian rhythm disturbances, and nonphysiologic stressors. Data from long-duration missions have been limited, but demonstrate cardiovascular and autonomic stability. The current utilization of in-flight countermeasures, including fluid loading, resistance, and aerobic exercise, as well as short-arm centrifugation, is important in maintaining neurophysiologic stability during long-duration flights. They have also likely contributed to the decreased incidence of post-flight orthostatic intolerance in contemporary astronauts and cosmonauts. The physiologic stress of microgravity is less than that of upright positioning in 1-G, and the response of the autonomic nervous system during spaceflight appears physiologic and appropriate. With the use of appropriate in-flight countermeasures, long-duration spaceflight appears safe in terms of cardiovascular and autonomic function.
